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ABSTRACT
A process of underwater explosion of a charge near a rigid wall includes three main stages: charge detonation, bubble pulsation 
and jet formation. A smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method has natural advantages in solving problems with large 
deformations and is suitable for simulation of processes of charge detonation and jet formation. On the other hand, a boundary 
element method (BEM) is highly efficient for modelling of the bubble pulsation process. In this paper, a hybrid algorithm, fully 
utilizing advantages of both SPH and BEM, was applied to simulate the entire process of free and near-field underwater 
explosions. First, a numerical model of the free-field underwater explosion was developed, and the entire explosion process–
from the charge detonation to the jet formation–was analysed. Second, the obtained numerical results were compared with the 
original experimental data in order to verify the validity of the presented method. Third, a SPH model of underwater explosion 
for a column charge near a rigid wall was developed to simulate the detonation process. The results for propagation of a shock 
wave are in good accordance with the physical observations. After that, the SPH results were employed as initial conditions for 
the BEM to simulate the bubble pulsation. The obtained numerical results show that the bubble expanded at first and then shrunk 
due to a differences of pressure levels inside and outside it. Here, a good agreement between the numerical and experimental 
results for the shapes, the maximum radius and the movement of the bubble proved the effectiveness of the developed numerical 
model. Finally, the BEM results for a stage when an initial jet was formed were used as initial conditions for the SPH method to 
simulate the process of jet formation and its impact on the rigid wall. The numerical results agreed well with the experimental 
data, verifying the feasibility and suitability of the hybrid algorithm. Besides, the results show that, due to the effect of the 
Bjerknes force, a jet with a high speed was formed that may cause local damage to underwater structures.
1 Introduction
The process of underwater explosion [1–5] is a typical pro-
blem of transient fluid-structure interaction (FSI) in ship-
building and ocean engineering fields. Naval structures can
be severely damaged by a near-field underwater explosion
since a high-pressure shock wave and a pulsating bubble are
generated during this process. Besides, due to the effect of
the Bjerknes force, a high-speed jet can be induced near a
structure, causing its local damage. Experiments were car-
ried out by various researchers to investigate dynamics of
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bubbles generated by underwater explosions. Snay et al.
[6,7] experimentally investigated a migration of underwater-
explosion bubbles and its effect on the pulsation energy.
Klaseboer et al. [8] carried out experiments to study ex-
pansion and collapse of a gas bubble as well as its damage of
both rigid and resilient plates. Zhu et al. [9,10] used high-
speed photography to record an impulsion process of un-
derwater-explosion bubbles and studied failure modes of a
ship-type box structure subjected to a close underwater ex-
plosion. Chen et al. [11] conducted a series of comparative
tests to study a dynamic response of a coated ship subjected
to underwater explosion and analysed a protective effect of a
rubber layer. Hung and Hwangfu [12] discussed dynamics of
underwater-explosion bubbles near different boundaries
based on a set of experiments, while Gong et al. [13] com-
bined theoretical and experimental methods to investigate
scaling relations for different types of bubbles. Li and Rong
[14] studied load characteristics of an underwater explosion
and a dynamic response of a cylindrical shell. Zhang et al.
[15,16] carried out a set of small-charge underwater explo-
sion experiments to analyse the behavior of explosion bub-
bles under various boundary conditions. These experimental
studies contributed to the investigation of development of
underwater explosion. However, it was demonstrated that the
underwater-explosion experiments had such shortcomings as
safety challenges, low repeatability and limited information
acquisition.
With the development of the computational capabilities,
numerical methods were applied increasingly by researchers
to investigate bubble dynamics in underwater explosions,
employing such schemes as Runge-Kutta discontinuous
Galerkin method [17], Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
method [18], finite-volume method [19], and finite differ-
ence method [20]. The boundary element method (BEM)
[21–24] is one of the most widely used approaches for sol-
ving problems of bubble dynamics and has well-known ad-
vantages in highly efficient simulations of a process of
bubble pulsation. A bubble can transform from a single-
connected domain to a double-connected one as a jet pene-
trates the bubble. Hence, vortex sheet [25] or ring [26]
models should be introduced into the bubble model to si-
mulate dynamics of a final stage of bubble collapse. The
vortex ring model is widely used to simulate the process of
formation of toroidal bubbles. On the basis of this model, Li
et al. [27,28] applied the BEM to study bubble behavior near
a free surface and a rigid body. Zhang et al. [29–32] in-
vestigated bubble dynamics near different boundaries with
the BEM, and the obtained numerical results were compared
with experimental data to verify the validity of the compu-
tational method. The BEM is effective to simulate bubble
dynamics; however, additional numerical techniques should
be used with the BEM model to simulate a process of jet
formation. The SPH method with its meshless and La-
grangian nature can overcome this limitation and is suitable
for problems with large deformations. Hence, here SPH is
used for simulations of the process of charge detonation and
jet formation while the BEM is applied for the process of
bubble pulsation. Thus, the entire process of the underwater
explosion can be simulated with the suggested hybrid SPH-
BEM method.
In this paper, a hybrid algorithm [5] is developed based on
a combination of the SPH method and the BEM to in-
vestigate pressure characteristics and bubble dynamics dur-
ing the entire process of underwater explosion. First, a SPH-
BEM model of free-field underwater explosion is suggested.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the presented algo-
rithm, numerical results obtained for the shape and the
maximum radius as well as the movement of a bubble are
compared with experimental data. Based on this verification,
a numerical model of a near-field underwater explosion for a
column charge near a rigid wall is developed. The process of
charge detonation is simulated with the SPH method and
shock-wave propagation is analysed. After that, these SPH
results are used as initial conditions for the BEM to simulate
the process of bubble pulsation. The movement of the bubble
is discussed and the numerical results are compared with the
experimental ones to prove the validity of the suggested
numerical method. Finally, the BEM results for formation of
the initial jet are employed as initial conditions for the SPH
method. Results for the jet formation, the impact process and
the pressure characteristics at the rigid wall are analysed.
2 SPH-BEM model
2.1 Basic SPH equations
The SPH method (an established meshless scheme) [33–43]
is suitable for solving problems with large deformations and
can easily capture a medium interface. In this method, a
calculation domain is discretized into a set of particles with
material properties. A specially selected smoothing kernel
function is utilized to transform Navier-Stokes equations into
corresponding integral forms. The detailed solution for a
standard SPH method can be found in ref. [33]. However, the
standard SPH has poor accuracy at the interface between
different media with a large density contrast [34]. Therefore,
many SPH models [35–38] were proposed to solve problems
with a large density contrast for simulations of multiphase
flows. Hu and Adams [35] developed a new multi-phase
projection formulation in order to get sharp discontinuities of
density and viscosity. Grenier et al. [36] proposed an original
variant of a gradient renormalization formula of the Shepard
kernel to solve a problem of the discontinuity of the density
at interfaces. Monaghan and Rafiee [37] slightly increased
the pressure terms to stabilize the interface between different
fluids. Chen et al. [38] offered a multiphase SPH model for
multi-fluid flow with high density ratios. In this paper, based
on a volume approximation, a detailed derivation of the
modified SPH method [39] for the continuity, momentum
and energy equations are given by
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in which ρ, t, m, v, x, σ and e denote the density, time, mass,
velocity, coordinates, stress and energy, respectively; a and b
are the directions along the axes; Wij is the smoothing
function of a pair of particles i and j (the cubic spline
function is used in this paper); ij is the artificial viscosity.
Stress σ for fluids can be decomposed into two terms:
isotropic pressure and viscous shear stress. The isotropic
pressure can be solved with an equation of state (EoS). The
levels of temperature and pressure of explosive gas generated
after explosive initiation are so high that the Jones-Wilkins-
Lee (JWL) EoS [44] is used, given by
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in which A, B, R1, R2 and ω are the experimental fitting
coefficients; ρ0 and e denote the initial density and detonation
energy per unit mass; ν is the ratio of the initial density of the
original explosive to the density of detonation products.
Due to high compressibility of water during the process of
underwater explosion, a fit of Mie-Gruneisen EoS [45] for
high-pressure conditions is used. If the water is in expansion
state, i.e., μ<0, the pressure can be obtained by
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in which ρ0, C0, a, e and γ0 denote the initial density, the
sound velocity, the volume correction coefficient, the spe-
cific internal energy per unit volume and Gruneisen coeffi-
cient; μ is the compression ratio: μ=η–1, where η is the ratio
of density before and after the explosion. As for the water in
compressive state, i.e., μ>0, the pressure is given by
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in which S1, S2 and S3 are the fitting coefficients. As for the
viscous shear stress, the level of viscosity is so small that it
can be ignored in analysis of underwater explosion with
strong impacts.
A solid wall is one of the most common boundaries used in
the SPH method in FSI problems, which should be dealt with
since the numerical error can be caused by the boundary
truncation. In this paper, a “dummy-particles” method pro-
posed by Adami et al. [46] was applied for the boundary
treatment. The solid boundary was composed of four layers
of particles w. These boundary particles were searched in the
calculation for the fluid particles f. The pressure and its
normalization for the boundary particles w can be drawn
from [46]:
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in which p, ρ and a are the pressure, density and acceleration;
g is the acceleration of gravity; rwf is the displacement be-
tween the boundary and fluid particles; Wwf is the smoothing
function of a pair of particles w and f.
The density ρw for the solid boundary is obtained by [47]
P
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in which the reference density ρr is taken as 1000 kg/m
3; Pw
is the initial water pressure; B0 is the initial maximum
pressure; the density ratio index δ is set to 7.
2.2 BEM method
In the BEM, the fluid is assumed to be inviscid, irrotational
and incompressible in simulations of an underwater explo-
sion. The Laplace equation [48] is used, given by
= 0, (10)2
in which is the velocity potential.
This velocity potential at any point in the fluid is expressed
by that at the boundary and the normal derivative based on
the Green equation. The boundary integration equation can
be written as [48]
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in which is the solid angle; B is the boundary of the fluid; n
is the normal vector pointing out of the fluid domain; i and j
are the field and source points at the boundary.
The kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions at the
surface of the bubble are given as [48]
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in which P∞ is the pressure far away from the charge centre
in the horizontal direction; ρ is the density of the fluid; R is
the position vector at the boundary of the bubble; P is the
pressure inside the bubble.
The detailed description of the BEM can be found in ref.
[48]. This highly efficient method was used to simulate the
process of the bubble pulsation. Its results were subsequently
taken as the initial conditions for the SPH calculation for the
stage of jet formation; the linking procedure is discussed in
the next section.
2.3 Coupled SPH and BEM
Variables such as coordinates, density and velocity are ob-
tained for the particles in the SPH simulations. As for the
BEM, magnitudes of these variables at the boundary of the
bubble are used. In this paper, a hybrid algorithm [5] based
on the SPH method and the BEM was adopted to investigate
bubble dynamics near a rigid wall. The SPHmethod was first
utilized to simulate the detonation process, and the obtained
results were taken as the initial conditions for the BEM si-
mulations of the bubble pulsation. After that, the BEM re-
sults were employed as the initial conditions for the SPH
method to study the bubble motion during the process of jet
formation. The detailed procedure is presented below.
2.3.1 Bubble pulsation
The main stages of the algorithm are as follows.
(1) The SPH results conversed to the BEM initial condi-
tions
The hybrid SPH-BEM algorithm [5] was employed to si-
mulate the entire process of the underwater explosion. The
SPH models of free and near-field underwater explosions
were developed to study the detonation process of the charge
and the initial generation of the bubble. The “dummy-parti-
cles” method was used to treat the rigid boundary. The par-
ticle parameters including their coordinates, velocity, density
and pressure at the boundary were obtained when the initial
bubble was formed. Subsequently, the parameters at the in-
terface were regarded as the initial conditions at the bound-
ary for the BEM.
(2) The update for the BEM
Employing the above-mentioned initial conditions, a nu-
merical model of the underwater-explosion bubble was de-
veloped to simulate the process of its pulsation. Parameters
—pressure inside the bubble, the coordinates and the velo-
city at its boundary—were included into, and updated by, the
BEM. The level of pressure inside the bubble was calculated
based on the state equation of ideal gas. The coordinates at
the boundary of the bubble were updated with the kinematic
boundary conditions (eq. (12)). The velocity at its boundary
was composed by normal and tangential components, ob-
tained respectively by the boundary integration (eq. (13)) and
differentiation of the velocity potential.
2.3.2 Jet formation
The BEM was applied in simulations of bubble dynamics
during the stage of jet formation. The BEM results, once the
initial jet was formed, were taken as the initial conditions for
the SPH scheme.
The main stages of these algorithms were:
(1) Solutions for parameters inside the bubble
According to the conservation of mass, the initial density
ρg inside the bubble was given by
W
V= , (14)g g
where W and Vg are the mass of the charge and the volume
inside the bubble during the early stage of jet formation.
A linear interpolation was used in the surrounding water
domain to get the initial velocity vector vg inside the bubble.
The initial pressure level calculated with the empirical
equation [49,50]
P WV= 1.39 × 10 , (15)g g
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with the specific heat capacity γ set to 1.25 [29].
(2) Solutions for parameters in surrounding water
The values of parameters in the surrounding water domain
were obtained with the BEM and the auxiliary function
method [51] and used as the initial conditions for the SPH
simulation, including the coordinates, velocity vw and pres-
sure Pw. The initial density of water ρw was obtained with eq.
(9).
2.4 Numerical verification
Based on the procedure described above, a numerical model
of free-field underwater explosion was developed and the
entire process, ranging from detonation to jet formation, was
investigated. The obtained numerical results were compared
with the experimental data in order to verify the validity of
the hybrid algorithm.
2.4.1 Experimental setup
A small-scale underwater explosion experiment [16] was
carried out to study the bubble behaviour for free-field un-
derwater explosion during the process of its expansion,
contraction and jet formation. Figures at different moments
were captured in this experiment [16] to analyse the entire
process of underwater explosion. The experimental equip-
ment included a cubic water tank, high-speed cameras and
data-acquisition systems. Here are the main features of the
used setup.
(1) The tank was made of steel, with wall thickness of
10 mm and dimensions of 2 m×2 m ×2 m.
(2) Awindow made of PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate)
was used to observe the experimental process.
(3) The entire process of underwater explosion was re-
corded with high-speed cameras Phantom V12.1 and APX-
RS.
(4) A material of the column charge was PETN (C(CH2
ONO2)4), with a mass of 4 g; its diameter and length were
0.015 m.
2.4.2 Results and discussion
In order to prove the effectiveness of the hybrid algorithm, a
SPH model of the free-field underwater explosion was de-
veloped on the basis of the experimental setup (Figure 1).
The particle sizes of the water and explosive domains were
both 1.0 mm. The particle numbers in these domains were
225 and 921375, respectively. The entire process of the free-
field underwater explosion was simulated, and shock-wave
propagation and bubble dynamics were analysed.
The obtained experimental and numerical results for the
pressure distribution are illustrated in Figure 2. The pressure
distribution during the detonation process is shown in Figure
2(b-1) and (b-2). A shock wave was generated and propa-
gated in the water, with the pressure first reaching 0.15 GPa
at about 0.134 ms and declining to about 0.09 GPa at about
0.268 ms. The explosion products expanded rapidly in the
water, with the initial column shape developing into a near-
spherical one. The pressure peak diminished sharply to about
0.1 MPa at about 5.22 ms in Figure 2(b-3) with the expan-
sion of the spherical bubble. The radius of the bubble reached
its maximum at about 22.25 ms (Figure 2(b-4)); the experi-
mental and numerical results for this value were 0.2705 m
and 0.2633 m, respectively, with an error lower than 3%. The
obtained computational results agreed well with the experi-
mental data, proving the validity of the numerical method.
After that, the volume of the bubble began to decrease
since pressure inside it was lower than that in the sur-
rounding water. The pressure distributions at the upper and
lower surfaces of the bubble no longer remained similar
(Figure 2(b-5)). Besides, the lower surface of the bubble
transformed from a spherical shape into a slightly flat one.
Under the effect of gravity, the lower surface of the bubble
was gradually depressed towards the bubble’s centre. Due to
the pressure difference, an initial jet was formed in the di-
rection opposite to that of gravity (Figure 2(b-6)). The jet
nearly penetrated the bubble (Figure 2(b-7)). The pressure
peak increased to about 23 MPa with the decrease of the
bubble’s volume. This value was higher than that at the early
stage of the jet formation as a result of the energy dispersion
in the surrounding water. Subsequently, the bubble trans-
formed into a double-connected domain (Figure 2(b-8)),
resulting in formation of a toroidal bubble. The equivalent
radius of the bubble reached the minimum. Then, pressure
inside the bubble increased again and was higher than that in
the surrounding water (Figure 2(b-9)), leading to secondary
expansion of the bubble.
Consequently, the results obtained for the pressure dis-
tribution show that the main stages of the free-field under-
water explosion—expansion, contraction and jet formation
—were in accordance with the basic laws of bubble move-
ment. The jet with a high speed was formed under the effect
of gravity. Apparently, the numerical results for the bubble
shape, the first cycle and the maximum radius of the bubble
were in good agreement with the experimental data, con-
firming feasibility and effectiveness of the suggested hybrid
algorithm.
Subsequently, the movement of the bubble was analysed;
the respective evolution of displacements illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, with solid lines and markers corresponding to nu-
merical and experimental results, respectively. The
displacements at the top and the bottom of the bubble in-
creased as it expanded to its maximum volume at first and
then diminished. Its equivalent radius had a tendency similar
to that of the displacement at the top. The bubble’s centre
moved slowly upwards during the expansion stage; this
displacement increased significantly when the bubble vo-
lume reached the minimum. The error with the experiments
was lower than 5%, demonstrating a good agreement be-
tween the numerical and experimental results. It indicates
Figure 1 (Color online) Experimental (a) and numerical (b) models.
Figure 2 (Color online) Evolution of pressure distribution in entire process of free-field underwater explosion. (a-1)–(a-9) Experimental data corresponding 
to 0.13, 0.27, 5.20, 22.04, 43.23, 43.66, 43.86, 44.04 and 44.56 ms; (b-1)–(b-9) numerical results corresponding to 0.13, 0.27, 5.22, 22.25, 43.43, 43.70, 
43.91, 44.23 and 44.62 ms.
that the presented hybrid algorithm was suitable for solving
problems of underwater explosions.
3 Dynamics of bubble near rigid wall
After the validation of the developed hybrid approach, the
effect of the rigid wall was studied. The bubble jet in the
process of the free-field underwater explosion was caused by
gravity, while for the near-field underwater explosion, due to
the attractive force of the rigid wall, the process of jet for-
mation was more complex. Additionally, the jet could cause
secondary loading of structures. Hence, it is important to
investigate the loading characteristics for the near-field un-
derwater explosion—both shock-wave evolution and bubble
dynamics. In this section, the hybrid scheme based on the
combination of SPH and BEM was employed to simulate the
propagation of shock waves and dynamics of bubbles near
the rigid wall. The obtained numerical results are compared
with the experimental data in order to verify the validity of
the numerical method.
3.1 Experimental setup and numerical model
The analysed experiment was carried out by Zhang et al.
[16]. A general setup for the test was the same as that in Sect.
2.4. Additionally, a rigid plate was fixed inside the box. The
explosive was placed about 0.19 m above the plate. The
numerical model reproduced the experimental setup and is
discussed in the next section. The particle sizes of the water
and the explosive domains were both 1.0 mm. The particles
numbers of the charge and the water were 225 and 642975,
respectively. The entire process of the near-field underwater
explosion included three stages: detonation, bubble pulsation
and jet formation. First, the SPH model of a column charge
subjected to the near-field underwater explosion was devel-
oped and propagation of the initial shock wave during the
detonation process was analysed. Subsequently, the results
obtained with the SPH method were used as the initial
conditions for the BEM to simulate the process of bubble
pulsation. Finally, the BEM results were used as the initial
conditions for the SPH method in simulations of jet forma-
tion.
3.2 Detonation process
A comparison of the obtained experimental and numerical
results for evolution of pressure distribution during the de-
tonation process is given in Figure 4. The column charge was
placed in the water tank at a distance of about 0.19 m above
the plate (Figures 4(a-1) and (a-2)). A shock wave (SW1)
was generated and propagated in the water after the charge
was detonated. Subsequently, a reflected shock wave
(RSW1) was produced when SW1 reached the rigid wall
(Figures 4(b-1) and (b-2)), with the pressure up to 0.7 GPa.
After RSW1 arrived at the bubble, not only a transmission
shock wave was generated in the bubble, but also a reflected
rarefaction wave in the water because impedance of the
bubble was lower than that of the water (Figures 4(c-1) and
(c-2)). The bubble shape became spherical. The numerical
results show a good agreement with the experimental ones,
proving validity of the SPH method in simulations of the
detonation process.
3.3 Process of bubble pulsation
The SPH results obtained for t≈0.267 ms were used as the
initial conditions for the BEM to simulate the process of the
bubble pulsation; the obtained pressure distributions are
shown in Figure 5. Initially, the bubble expanded rapidly due
to the pressure difference inside and outside it. Its shape
remained spherical since gravity and a buoyant force had
little effect on bubble dynamics in this period. Subsequently,
the bubble got a slightly flat shape (Figures 5(a-1) and (a-2))
when its lower surface reached the rigid wall. With the ex-
pansion of the bubble, this surface was squeezed, while the
upper one retained its spherical shape (Figures 5(b-1) and (b-
2)). The radius of the bubble increased to its maximum; the
error between the numerical and experimental results for it
was lower than 6%. After that, the bubble began to shrink,
since its internal pressure exceeded the outer one. The
shrinking velocity at the top of the bubble was lower due to
the effect of the buoyancy force while the lower surface of
the bubble shrinked rapidly due to the effect of the Bjerknes
force. As a result, the bubble got a conical shape (Figures 5
(c-1) and (c-2)). A high-speed jet formed gradually at the top
of the bubble as a result of gravity and attraction of the rigid
wall (Figures 5(d-1) and (d-2)), with pressure higher at the
upper surface of the bubble than that in the surrounding
Figure 3 (Color online) Evolution of displacements at upper and lower
surfaces of bubble and its centre.
water. The numerical results agreed well with the experi-
mental data, indicating that the BEM can solve effectively
problems of bubble dynamics during the stage of bubble
pulsation.
A character of bubble’s movement (i.e., levels of dis-
placements and velocity) at the surfaces of the formed bubble
was studied after the analysis of its shape and pressure dis-
tributions in the fluid. The histories of displacements at the
upper and lower surfaces of the bubble and its centre are
presented in Figure 6. Apparently, the rigid wall had a great
effect on displacements of the lower surface of the bubble. Its
initial shape was spherical; after that, it expanded gradually
since the level of pressure inside the bubble was higher than
that in the surrounding water. The bubble subsequently
flattened at its bottom after its lower surface reached the rigid
wall. As for the centre of the bubble, it moved slightly in the
direction opposite to the rigid wall during the expansion
stage. After the volume of the bubble increased to its max-
imum, its centre tended to move in the direction of the rigid
wall during the contraction stage. Once the jet was formed by
the Bjerknes force, acting towards the wall, the bubble centre
dropped rapidly. Additionally, it can be found that the ex-
perimental and numerical results for the maximum radius of
the bubble were 0.2710 m and 0.2633 m, respectively, i.e.,
with an error lower than 5%. This good agreement of the
results validates the BEM model.
Subsequently, the process of evolution of the velocities of
the top and bottom bubble’s points with time was analysed
(Figure 7). Obviously, the velocities at these two points were
in the opposite directions and increased rapidly at the early
stage of bubble expansion, with a similar peak of about
114.7 m/s. Afterwards, the velocities gradually diminished.
When the lower surface of the bubble reached the rigid wall,
the velocity for the point at the bottom of the bubble van-
Figure 4 (Color online) Pressure distribution during process of charge detonation. (a-1)–(c-1) Experimental data [16] corresponding to t≈0, 0.133 and
0.267 ms; (a-2)–(c-2) numerical results corresponding to t≈0, 0.134 and 0.268 ms.
ished. As for the point at the top of the bubble, its velocity
decreased to 0 when the radius of the bubble reached the
maximum. After that, it began to increase in the opposite
direction during the contraction stage of the bubble. The
growth rate became higher at about 42.6 ms since the high-
speed jet was formed; the velocity increased to about 90 m/s
at about 50 ms.
3.4 Process of jet formation
Avortex ring model [26] should be introduced into the BEM
since the bubble transformed from a single-connected do-
main to a double-connected one after the jet penetrated it.
Hence, the SPH method was used to simulate the process of
jet formation, using the obtained BEM results as the initial
Figure 5 (Color online) Pressure distribution during process of bubble pulsation. (a-1)–(d-1) Experimental data [16] corresponding to t≈3.33, 22.53, 37.73
and 42.60 ms; (a-2)–(d-2) numerical results corresponding to t≈3.45, 22.86, 37.95 and 42.84 ms.
conditions. The pressure distribution during the phase of the
jet formation from the experiments and numerical simula-
tions is shown in Figure 8.
A jet was formed in the direction towards the rigid wall
under the effect of the Bjerknes force (Figures 8(a-1) and (a-
2)). After the jet arrived at the bottom of the bubble, the latter
was gradually penetrated and developed its annular shape,
changing from single-connected to double-connected. Sub-
sequently, a high-pressure region was formed at the centre of
the rigid wall due to the jet, with the pressure jumping to
about 14 MPa (Figures 8(b-1) and (b-2)); the respective ex-
perimental value at about 43.55 ms was about 13 MPa. The
error between the numerical and experimental results was
lower than 8%, proving the effectiveness of the presented
numerical model. After that, a compression wave caused by
the jet formation arrived at the rigid wall. At the meantime, a
rarefaction wave was generated in the direction of the inner
jet, and the pressure declined (Figures 8(c-1) and (c-2)), re-
sulting in the formation of the wall-jet region. The respective
numerical results were also in good agreement with the ex-
perimental data.
4 Conclusions
A strongly discontinuous shock wave, a non-spherical bub-
ble and a high-speed jet can be generated in the process of
near-field underwater explosion, which may cause severe
damage to naval structures. These processes cannot be ade-
quately described within the framework of a single numer-
ical scheme, necessitating the development of a hybrid
approach. Since the SPH method has advantages in solving
problems with large deformations thanks to its meshless and
Lagrangian nature and the BEM is highly efficient in simu-
lations of the process of bubble pulsation, its combinations
was employed. The hybrid algorithm based on the SPH
method and the BEM was developed to simulate the entire
process of the near-field underwater explosion, from deto-
nation to jet formation. The obtained numerical results were
compared with the original experimental data to verify the
validity of the presented method. The following main con-
clusion can be drawn.
(1) A hybrid algorithm based on the combination of the
SPH method and the BEM was used to simulate the entire
process of the free-field underwater explosion. These two
methods were employed to simulate the detonation process,
the stage of jet formation and the pulsation process of the
bubble. The numerical results were in good agreement with
the experimental data, proving the feasibility and effective-
ness of the hybrid modelling scheme.
(2) The bubble expanded due to higher pressure inside it
than that in the surrounding fluid after the explosive was
detonated in the free-field underwater explosion. After the
radius of the bubble reached its maximum, the bubble began
to shrink since the pressure inside it decreased. Under the
effect of gravity, a high-speed jet was formed in the direction
opposite to gravity.
(3) Based on simulations of the free-field underwater ex-
plosion, a numerical model of the near-field underwater
explosion was developed to simulate propagation of the
shock wave and dynamics of the bubble near a rigid wall.
The SPH method was used first to simulate the detonation
process. A reflected shock wave was generated after the
direct shock wave arrived at the rigid wall. After this re-
flected wave reached the bubble, a transmission shock wave
and a reflected rarefaction wave were respectively produced
in the bubble and in the water. These results are in good
accordance with the physics law of shock-wave propagation
in a multilayer media.
(4) The BEM and the SPH method were respectively ap-
plied to simulate bubble pulsation and jet formation. The
bubble shape developed from spherical to flat due to its
Figure 6 (Color online) Evolution of displacements at upper and lower
surfaces of bubble and its centre.
Figure 7 (Color online) Evolution of velocity at upper and lower surfaces
of bubble.
compression at the rigid wall during the expansion stage.
Subsequently, the high-speed jet was formed at the wall by
the Bjerknes force at the stage of bubble contraction. A good
agreement between the experimental and numerical results
validated the hybrid algorithm.
(5) The developed hybrid algorithm, fully utilizing ad-
vantages of both SPH and BEM, is available to solve pro-
blems of the free and near-field underwater explosions,
which can be used for other problems of fluid-structure in-
teraction.
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